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OutlineOutline

The The ““2.0nd Renaissance2.0nd Renaissance””
New foundationsNew foundations
Analysis and Synthesis with Analysis and Synthesis with CoPe_itCoPe_it!!



Renaissance (14Renaissance (14thth  –– 17 17th th c)c)
““Assimilation of Greek and Arabic knowledgeAssimilation of Greek and Arabic knowledge””
……by scholarsby scholars

““rise of the individualrise of the individual””
……scholarsscholars

--wikipediawikipedia



2.02.0ndnd Renaissance Renaissance
(Web 2.0)(Web 2.0)
Assimilation of Assimilation of everyone'severyone's
knowledgeknowledge
……by by everyoneeveryone

““rise of the individualrise of the individual””
……everyoneeveryone



synthesis / convergence / emergencesynthesis / convergence / emergence

WikisWikis FolksonomiesFolksonomies

NetworksNetworks

MushupsMushups

Open sourceOpen sourceDiscussionsDiscussions



Differs from what we learnedDiffers from what we learned
in schoolin school

Try explaining theTry explaining the
success of success of wikipediawikipedia

……or the success of openor the success of open
sourcesource



How do our tools work?How do our tools work?

……emphasize analysisemphasize analysis
……insisting on formality and fixed semanticsinsisting on formality and fixed semantics

……no/limited support onno/limited support on
synthesis/emergencesynthesis/emergence



Applies also to argumentativeApplies also to argumentative
collaboration tools of Web 2.0collaboration tools of Web 2.0

Web ForumsWeb Forums
……contribute/post (analysis)contribute/post (analysis)
……cancan’’t (explicitly) relatet (explicitly) relate
……no semanticsno semantics
……how did it evolve?how did it evolve?
……but good at collectingbut good at collecting



TruthmappingTruthmapping

……typing (relations)typing (relations)
……fixed semanticsfixed semantics
……but modificationsbut modifications
(yet prescribed)(yet prescribed)



DebatepediaDebatepedia

……structuredstructured
……fixed semanticsfixed semantics



Why should argumentativeWhy should argumentative
collaboration systems change in Webcollaboration systems change in Web
2.0?2.0?

……the more participate, with diversethe more participate, with diverse
backgrounds, the betterbackgrounds, the better

……but the more participate, formality maybut the more participate, formality may
become an obstacle for engagement andbecome an obstacle for engagement and

useuse



But arenBut aren’’t there flexible/informal t there flexible/informal ““WebWeb
2.02.0”” ways to argumentative ways to argumentative
collaboration?collaboration?

E-mail, ChatE-mail, Chat

……very flexible, easy to use, novery flexible, easy to use, no
formalityformality

……but no semantics eitherbut no semantics either
……machine is machine is ““dumpdump””



The issueThe issueFormalityFormality

Low High
Easy to Use
Little efforts

Difficult of Use
Time Consuming

Exploiting
Collecting
Sharing

Decision making
“Active” system

Chat, Email

Web Forums
Wikis

Dialog Mapping
(Compendium,
Araucaria)

Argumentation
systems

Implicit associations
Implicit types

Explicit/Implicit associations
Implicit types
Quasi-”spatial” arrangement

Explicit associations 
Explicit types
(human understandable)

Explicit associations 
Explicit types
(machine understandable)



Emergence in Emergence in CoPe_itCoPe_it!!

“formality space”

Incremental formalization

Support incremental evolution in the formality space

…Collaboration starts loosely and informal and may
become at some point formal.

…The discussion internally “emerges” and changes
externally its formality



CoPe_it!CoPe_it! is a tool of the  is a tool of the ““Web 2.0Web 2.0
eraera””

……It lets It lets webizenswebizens easily collaborate easily collaborate
by sharing opinions and resources.by sharing opinions and resources.

……It enables and encouragesIt enables and encourages
participation in private or publicparticipation in private or public

community workspaces.community workspaces.



Developed and used in theDeveloped and used in the
Palette projectPalette project

……PALETTE aims at facilitating and augmenting individualPALETTE aims at facilitating and augmenting individual
and and organisationalorganisational learning in  learning in CoPsCoPs

……Towards this aim, an interoperable and extensible set ofTowards this aim, an interoperable and extensible set of
innovative services as well as a set of specific scenarios ofinnovative services as well as a set of specific scenarios of

use will be designed, implemented and thoroughlyuse will be designed, implemented and thoroughly
validated in validated in CoPsCoPs of diverse contexts of diverse contexts

……httphttp://://palette.ercim.orgpalette.ercim.org



Palette project (cont.)Palette project (cont.)

……Strategic objective: Technology-enhanced LearningStrategic objective: Technology-enhanced Learning
……Project type: Integrated project (IP)Project type: Integrated project (IP)

……Diverse interoperating toolsDiverse interoperating tools

……Collaboration services (Collaboration services (CoPe_itCoPe_it!, !, eLogbookeLogbook))
……Knowledge Management Services (Knowledge Management Services (SweetWikiSweetWiki, ECCO,, ECCO,

Generis, Generis, SeweseSewese, , BayFacBayFac))
……Information Services (Information Services (LimSeeLimSee, , AmayaAmaya, , DocReuseDocReuse))



CoPe_itCoPe_it!!
Argumentative Collaboration environment toArgumentative Collaboration environment to
support support CoPsCoPs
–– Web basedWeb based
–– Semi-synchronous collaboration on the same spaceSemi-synchronous collaboration on the same space
–– Enables Enables evolution of collaborationevolution of collaboration by by

incrementally formalizingincrementally formalizing  the knowledge items of  the knowledge items of
the argumentation space. the argumentation space. The space The space ““emergesemerges”” into a into a
new formnew form

Requirements derived from Requirements derived from CoPsCoPs
–– Managing Information OverloadManaging Information Overload
–– Diverse collaboration modesDiverse collaboration modes
–– Expressing tacit knowledgeExpressing tacit knowledge



CoPe_itCoPe_it!!
Conceptual architectureConceptual architecture
–– The workspace:The workspace:

 the  the ““placeplace”” where argumentative collaboration on where argumentative collaboration on
an issue takes placean issue takes place

–– The same workspace has various The same workspace has various ProjectionsProjections
A representation of the argumentativeA representation of the argumentative
collaboration in some evolution stage.collaboration in some evolution stage.
Each projection Each projection provides different abstractionsprovides different abstractions and and
allows different operationsallows different operations

–– Supports a level of formality (solves the problems of aSupports a level of formality (solves the problems of a
particular collaboration stage)particular collaboration stage)

Ability to switch between projections -> changeAbility to switch between projections -> change
level of formality level of formality –– adapting to the task adapting to the task

–– Abstractions of one formality level transformed intoAbstractions of one formality level transformed into
higher levelhigher level
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CoPe_itCoPe_it!!

Three supported projections ofThree supported projections of
argumentative collaboration:argumentative collaboration:
–– Forum projectionForum projection
–– CoPe_itCoPe_it! Informal projection! Informal projection
–– CoPe_itCoPe_it! Formal projection! Formal projection



CoPe_itCoPe_it!!

Forum projectionForum projection
–– Enables the argumentation to proceed as inEnables the argumentation to proceed as in

Web based forumsWeb based forums
Existing external forums are supported e.g.Existing external forums are supported e.g.
phpBBphpBB))

–– Aims atAims at
CollectingCollecting
SharingSharing
Exploitation of resources (posts, files, URLs etc)Exploitation of resources (posts, files, URLs etc)



CoPe_itCoPe_it!!
CoPe_itCoPe_it! ! Informal ProjectionInformal Projection
–– Enables easy organization of knowledge itemsEnables easy organization of knowledge items

via a desktop metaphorvia a desktop metaphor
E.g. items that were introduced in the forum projectionE.g. items that were introduced in the forum projection

–– Provides rich set of abstractions to structureProvides rich set of abstractions to structure
easily knowledge items (human interpretable)easily knowledge items (human interpretable)

Enable rapid changes/modificationsEnable rapid changes/modifications
–– Aim is to support the process of Aim is to support the process of ““informationinformation

triagetriage””
incrementally formalize the collaboration space.incrementally formalize the collaboration space.
Move from AV pairs/visual cues to types (systemMove from AV pairs/visual cues to types (system
understandable).understandable).



CoPe_itCoPe_it!!
Informal ProjectionInformal Projection

““emergence-in-the-smallemergence-in-the-small”” happens here happens here
–– small changes in knowledge items make thesmall changes in knowledge items make the

entire space evolveentire space evolve
Aims not only at analysis but also Aims not only at analysis but also onon
synthesissynthesis
Provides user-defined abstractions and a richProvides user-defined abstractions and a rich
set of abstraction mechanismsset of abstraction mechanisms



CoPe_itCoPe_it!!

CoPe_ItCoPe_It! Informal projection! Informal projection
–– AbstractionsAbstractions

Spatial proximitySpatial proximity
–– Expressing implicit relationships of itemsExpressing implicit relationships of items

Visual cuesVisual cues
–– Express tacit semanticsExpress tacit semantics

Knowledge typesKnowledge types
–– Notes, Ideas, CommentsNotes, Ideas, Comments
–– Items can be transformed to any knowledge type at any timeItems can be transformed to any knowledge type at any time

Explicit RelationshipsExplicit Relationships
–– Arbitrary explicit relationships between knowledge itemsArbitrary explicit relationships between knowledge items



Ability to add different knowledge types by anyone …



Space with an Inserted Idea

Delete Item

Change
Title

Relate with 
other Item

Change Idea to
Note / Comment / Other

View
Item Info



 Adding a second Idea



 Adding a file (document)



 Creating an “In favor” relationship between the doc and the first Idea



 Adding more Items. Transforming a Note to an Idea



 More Items in the discussion by several members



 Adding an Embedded Item (Image)



CoPe_itCoPe_it!!
CoPe_ItCoPe_It! Informal projection (cont.)! Informal projection (cont.)
–– Annotation and metadataAnnotation and metadata
–– Abstraction mechanismsAbstraction mechanisms

AggregateAggregate
–– Clustering structures and itemsClustering structures and items

SpecializeSpecialize
–– Create semantically coarse or details knowledge itemsCreate semantically coarse or details knowledge items

Break an itemBreak an item
–– Take fragments a knowledge item, treating them as Take fragments a knowledge item, treating them as dirstdirst

class objectsclass objects……but keep track of their originbut keep track of their origin

PatternsPatterns
–– Specify instances of structured knowledge items asSpecify instances of structured knowledge items as

templates that can be reused.templates that can be reused.



 Aggregating items



 Aggregating (cont.)





CoPe_ItCoPe_It! Workspace views! Workspace views
different views of the informal projection aredifferent views of the informal projection are
possiblepossible

–– View View is read-only is read-only in contrast to a projectionin contrast to a projection
–– Is an additional navigation device of the workspace.Is an additional navigation device of the workspace.

Two view of the informal projection are possible Two view of the informal projection are possible ……

CoPe_itCoPe_it!!



 Time-Ordered view of the discussion

 Tag Cloud View



CoPe_itCoPe_it!!
CoPe_ItCoPe_It! ! Formal projectionFormal projection
–– Aims at providing a Aims at providing a formal environmentformal environment of the  of the samesame

collaborationcollaboration where decision making can be supported where decision making can be supported
–– Provides a Provides a semantically fixed of abstractionssemantically fixed of abstractions (IBIS like) (IBIS like)

AlternativesAlternatives
PositionsPositions

–– Can be against or in favor of alternativesCan be against or in favor of alternatives
PreferencesPreferences

–– orders positions : orders positions : e.g.e.g.““moremore important than important than””
–– CoPe_itCoPe_it! provides ! provides ““activeactive”” support support

Reasoning mechanisms (calculates current prevailing alternative)Reasoning mechanisms (calculates current prevailing alternative)
–– Informal projections can be transformed into formal onesInformal projections can be transformed into formal ones

(switching projections)(switching projections)



CoPe_ItCoPe_It!!

SwitchingSwitching projections projections
–– Once trends Once trends emergedemerged during the during the

collaboration at the collaboration at the ““informalinformal”” stage the stage the
collaboration/workspace collaboration/workspace ““transformstransforms””

Evolutional step to more formal collaboration canEvolutional step to more formal collaboration can
be requestedbe requested

–– Transformation are according to a set of rulesTransformation are according to a set of rules
Rules can be adapted to meet the Rules can be adapted to meet the CoPsCoPs needs needs

Signals Signals ““emergence-in-the-largeemergence-in-the-large””



 Transform discussion from informal to a formal one



 Formal discussion

The Formal Projection of a Discussion, 
can suggest a winning alternative 
based on a particular reasoning algorithm



 From Informal to Formal



 Continuation of the discussion in the formal projection: Adding a position



CoPe_itCoPe_it! Additional Features! Additional Features
Workspace functionalityWorkspace functionality

User and Role management withinUser and Role management within
CoPe_it!CoPe_it!

Import Import –– Export Export

AwarenessAwareness



 Keeping personal copies of a workspace

Additional features of CoPe_it!: Workspace functionalityAdditional features of CoPe_it!: Workspace functionality



 Workspace properties.

Sharing a workspace.

Additional features of CoPe_it!: Workspace functionalityAdditional features of CoPe_it!: Workspace functionality



 Item properties. Tagging

Additional features of CoPe_it!: Workspace functionalityAdditional features of CoPe_it!: Workspace functionality



 RBAC access control.
 Roles are assigned to CoPe_it! members by authorized users.
 Roles are customizable in run-time.

 A community member can modify his/her profile, and view the assigned roles.

Additional features of CoPe_it!: User  & role Additional features of CoPe_it!: User  & role mngmtmngmt..



Additional features of CoPe_it!: Import / ExportAdditional features of CoPe_it!: Import / Export

 A workspace can be starting by importing the contents of a Web
Forum giving the URL

 Or by importing a Compendium Knowledge Map from a file. A
workspace can also be exported to Compendium



Additional features of CoPe_it!: AwarenessAdditional features of CoPe_it!: Awareness

Replay actions R



CoPe_itCoPe_it! implementation! implementation

Modular/Component BasedModular/Component Based
–– Generic infrastructureGeneric infrastructure

XML basedXML based

Service oriented middlewareService oriented middleware
–– SOAP / REST basedSOAP / REST based
–– Middleware reifies generic abstractions intoMiddleware reifies generic abstractions into

domain specific onesdomain specific ones
Notes, ideas, alternatives, Notes, ideas, alternatives, ““in-favorin-favor”” or  or ““againstagainst””
positions.positions.



Thanks for your attention!Thanks for your attention!
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